formed after her death. “We
have no control over Ms. Lois - 09/21/2016
no
pez’s release.
Las CrucesThere
Sun-News
amount of time in prison or any
other punishment that would
ever make amends for the horrific actions against Baby Brianna.”
Letters
We would like to think that
False claims again being
with tougher laws, we can premade about wilderness
vent these unspeakable crimes
from ever happening again.
Here they go again. The
But, the equally unspeakable
death of Victoria Martens, who
same well-endowed advocates
was drugged, raped and disof drilling, digging, cutting and
corporate ranching who opmembered last month in Albuquerque, demonstrates that’s
posed the Organ Mountainsnot the case.
Desert Peaks National Monument are back. They want to use
There may be no one, single
solution, but we need to do betfear to prevent protecting part
ter. We need to be alert to what
of the monument as wilderness.
Instead of owning up to their
is going on around us and report suspicions of child nereal agenda of privatizing our
endangerment
and
glect,
public lands for their profits,
they claim that drug traffickers
abuse. And we need a state
child welfare agency that will
and terrorists will stream
follow up on those reports and
through the desert if Congress
keep checking back as often as
formally designates as wildernecessary.
ness remote areas – many of
“Although the laws protectwhich have been managed for
ing children have tightened,
decades as if they were wilderchildren continue to be abused
ness.
and neglected,” Carrillo-JiméThe truth is that Sens. Tom
nez said. “Through community
Udall and Martin Heinrich’s
events and education, we hope
staffs closely coordinated with
to bring an end to these atrocboth the Border Patrol and sherities.”
iff’s department to “carve out”
key locations and “cherry stem”
road access to minimize conflict
with federal and local law enforcement and emergency response. You can decide for yourself at Udall’s website.
(because that is largely imposThe old, repeated reference
sible). She has to instill enough
fear of the “deplorables” in the
rest of us, so that we get out and
vote for the Democrats.
Commentary
SOUTHERN ROAD: This
would complete the stupid
county decisions for this group
before they are thrown out by
the people. Millions more dollars on a destination that is now
an embarrassment to New
Mexico.
PREP FOOTBALL: I’m a MayHEATH
field Trojan fan and I have seen
HAUSSAMEN
Isaac Vance play. I know he is
good, but can anybody tell us
“If we don’t do
why he did not play the last few
something differgames of last season, and why
ent than we have
he has not played this season at
done for the last
all. What is going on Mr. Bradseveral decades,
ley?
the New Mexico
MEDIA: Finally, a breakeconomy in the year 2050 will
through with the national
substantially look like the New
media in the Donald Trump lie.
Mexico economy in the year
They are actually calling them
2015.”
lies, instead of “he stretched
That’s what New Mexico
the truth.”
State University economist Jim
OLYMPIAN: Just want to
Peach told regents governing
thank the sports department
the state’s two largest universifor putting in the information
ties recently. “We will have fallon Letticia Martinez and her
en further behind in terms of per
swimming in Rio. Lot of people
© 2016 Las Cruces
capita income, employment
here inCopyright
town appreciate
it Sun-News
very
much. September 26, 2016 10:26 am (GMT +6:00) growth,” he warned.
Peach was speaking about,
TRUMP: Why does Trump
among other things, our state’s
idolize Putin? What is Trump
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to Arizona’s problems again ignores that those areas are
smack up against the border.
Here, there is not only the preexisting “buffer” – including the
rapid response, paved Highway
9 – between the border and the
proposed wilderness, but the
Organ Mountains-Desert Peaks
Conservation Act would increase law enforcement’s operational area. To quote from the
official summary: “[T]he designation of wilderness does not affect Border Patrol’s ability to
conduct border security activity in wilderness areas.”
Management of our public
lands to comply with the law is a
difficult task, deserving of continued local input. Conflating
land management issues and exaggerated claims about national
security is not helpful.
If, as Joyce Kilmer wrote, “...
only God can make a tree,” only
Congress – not the president –
can make a wilderness. The
OMDP National Monument was
the right decision; now Congress should pass SB 3049 and
permanently protect part of the
monument as wilderness.
Peter M. Ossorio,
Las Cruces

Obama’s dual citizenship
is what should concern us
Whether President Obama
was born on U.S. soil or not is not
the issue. As we’ve learned in
the case of Ted Cruz, being born
in the U.S. proper makes no difference as long as you are born
to a U.S. parent. Most countries
these
exceptions.
include
Therefore, since Barack Obama’s father was a Kenyan citizen, it means that Obama has
dual citizenship. Obama may
also have been formally adopted and become a citizen of Indonesia when his mother married
Lolo Soetoro and moved there
with young Obama. This makes
him a triple citizen.
We also know that Cruz formally renounced any citizenship ties to Canada a few years
ago, when he learned that he had
dual citizen status according to
Canadian law. When did anyone
assess whether Obama had dual
citizenship status? And did he
renounce his dual (or triple) citizenships in Kenya and Indonesia? Just saying — it seems like
there is a double standard here.
David Tofsted,
Las Cruces

New Mexico doesn’t have to stay on
this impoverished path now taken
wrong. They contribute to us being one of the poorest states in
the nation and consistently near
the bottom of the most important
lists. Too many of our children
are hungry and dying. Others
leave for opportunities elsewhere.
We want to do better. We’ve
tried spending more, growing
the state budget from about $4
billion 15 years ago to more than
$6 billion today. We’ve increased
teacher pay and invested in public infrastructure like the spaceport and commuter rail.
We’ve tried attracting business by cutting taxes, cutting
more taxes, and building an industrial hub in Santa Teresa.
We’ve allowed Indian gaming, expanded Medicaid, and implemented voluntary pre-kindergarten.

We need systemic reform that
includes paying our state lawmakers.
Our problems are also cultural and relational. This year’s celebration of Spanish conquistador Don Diego de Vargas’ reconquest of Santa Fe in 1692 revealed deep-seated pain that
divides us today. Joe Mier, president of the nonprofit that runs
the celebration, rejected the
grievances of one of the lead protesters this year, saying, “Maybe
she’s aggravated because she
didn’t win as queen.”
I grew up in Santa Fe. I’ve
lived in New Mexico my entire
life. Too often I’ve witnessed and
experienced people rejecting
each others’ pain in cold and pubPowered by TECNAVIA
lic ways. These
barriers prevent
understanding and healing.
We need to hear each other.

